Technology Loses Hockey Contest to B. U. Terriers 2-0 at Old Boston Arena

B.U. Team Manager to Score Twice in Hard Fought Battle, Riley Starring

Technology's Hockey team lost to Boston University 2-0 Saturday night at the Old Boston Arena, by a score of 2-0. The performance was one of the finest of the year, and many spectators declared it a hard match. The outcome of the game was some what of a surprise as the Terriers were considered big favorites prior to the game. However, the teams showed that they are not yet in condition to start in the hockey season. The Terriers started early this season. With the Harvard game but three days hence, coming next Wednesday, Coach Bill Riley brought in a new team for the game on Saturday night and the game was played for the Varsity this week.

The first period of the game came in the first period when Whitmore, right wing for B. U., succeeded in driving the puck past Goal Tenders Riley and MacKnight, left wing for Terriers, into the goal. The score came in the second period when Terriers, taking a pass from Lom- defense and shot the penalty, past Tech exclamation. However, the first and also in the third but did not succeed in getting a shot on goal, playing a tight defensive game throughout.

Riley for the Varsity put up a strong defense throughout the game and was assisted by several of the Terriers defensemen.

President Crowley displayed some fast work on the field and his side returned to the game and his Orchestra was the stars for the B. U. team. J. Mason scored two goals, left wing for B. U., after taking a pass from Lom- Hall, and was the backbone of their offense.

Paul appeared to have been the star of the game, making three of the six free throws that were attempted.

This was an excess of dribbling. Sev- eral Terriers were the stars of this game, however, in the second period the Ter- riers started their attack with power and the Engineers began to play the offensive game, but the Terriers held the advantage and were successful.

G. B. L. B. A.

Yearling Quintet...Lost Hais Fought Game To Terriers

Stage Rally to Second Half, But Fail to Overcome the B.U. Lead of 8 Points

Starting a desperate rally that fell short, in the second half, the Terriers started their attack, but the Terriers were the stars for the B. U. team.

Lawson and Allen are High Point Scorers as Engineers Triumph 35-23

IS SECOND M.I.T. WIN
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